City Manager Recommends Hospital Change

Cincinnati City Manager Richard Keck has recommended a $41 million capital improvement plan to the Board of Directors of General Hospital. The proposal follows nearly two years of intense study and public debate over the future of the property in the University area, with the Recovery Plan of 1975 involved in the past debts incurred by the University and the City.

A review of the present financial situation of the University and the City indicates a deficit on the order of approximately $13 million. The plan, which was unveiled on January 24, calls for, in addition to the transfer of previously used hospital property to the University in lieu of the City's liability for the present debts, a debt guarantee to the City for the present debts incurred by the University and the City.

Terms of the proposal are designed to attract the present tenant, Genzyme Corporation, to remain in the City, and to create a financial benefit to the University in the form of a debt guarantee to the City. A new purchase of property from the University will be guaranteed for the City's benefit in a special bond issue to be sold in 1977 and retired in 1982.

SANTA CLAUS left the North Pole early to drop down the chimney and rack up some miles in the warm climate of Sun City, Arizona. Old St. Nick will have his schedule filled right from now on.

A new Senate program focuses on community service. The new Senate program is called the A&S Co-Op Program and is designed to provide an opportunity for students to work directly with the community. The program has been operating for the past two years and has been successful in providing opportunities for students to contribute to their community.

Bennis Wants Support of Student Senate

A meeting of the University Senate was held yesterday to discuss the proposal. The proposal was presented by the President of the Student Senate, who explained the basic idea of the program and the objectives it seeks to achieve.

A subcommittee was formed to consider the proposal further and to develop a detailed plan for implementation. The subcommittee is expected to report back to the Senate at a later date.
UC Cops Busy

1103 Crimes Reported On Campus

by Mike Duen
Staff Reporter

Crimes on campus is more wide spread than most students realize, with over 11,000 complaints filed with the Campus Police last year alone. Complaints ranged from less than one dollar being stolen to cases of personal assault.

According to Paul Steuer, head of campus police services, the greatest area of concern at this time is the theft of personal property from cars, spread than most students realize, the Campus Police last year alone. The officers are instructed to
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of all types resulted in 1103 crimes reported 27 grand larcenies, totaling $3,600. There were 45 petit larcenies totaling $1,100.

It has become apparent the tabulation of crimes reports that most of the crimes are committed by students, with the victims overwhelmingly being members of the university community.

Stern has been working with the building officials to quiet down on the cross-country traffic through their buildings. The officials are encouraged to stop suspiciously acting individuals within the building to determine if they are supposed to be in that building. There have usually been juveniles walking through the buildings or just looking for something to do.

If these persons are not students or faculty, their names and relevant information are taken. They are then requested to leave. If the person is a juvenile is caught in another university building, the police take him home and talk to his parents. If a juvenile is caught a third time, he is reported to the city juvenile authority along with his campus record. The juvenile authorities then take the appropriate actions.

The response of the Cincinnati Juvenile Division has been very positive to this type of approach. This program has resulted in the end of criminal acts reported in the Union, and greatly reduced theft reports from offices and the dorms.

If a felony is committed by someone 18 or over, the arresting officer takes the suspect to the nearest Cincinnati Police District Headquarters for detention. The investigation is made by a cooperative effort between the city and campus police. If a charge results, the city handles the prosecution and court case.

The university is a community of approximately 50,000 second largest which 11,000 students -on campus, has been hindered by lack of response from interested students, they report.

Students interested in the Campus Forum are urged to contact Judy Reitwitt (T.C. mph), student organizer of the Forum, at JCC-4169.

Presentation Given On Contraceptives

"If you don't want to use contraception, you must be willing to assume the burden of responsibility for the child," Dr. Robert Spitzer, associate in human sexuality at the Student Health Service emphasized. "I would much prefer to prevent pregnancy rather than perform an abortion, although abortion is free when necessary." Spitzer and Mrs. Adre' Strow, a nursing student, spoke on the Human Sexuality Series, sponsored by the student affairs office.

The presentation gave an overall picture of the 13 types of contraceptives. Spitzer defined birth control as "any method which prevents the delivery of the baby," including abortion.

It was stressed that any acceptable method of birth control is one which is effective, safe, and does not produce any kind of physical or emotional reaction.

The presentation was the second in the series.

The next presentation will be given Jan. 11 by Dr. Philip Stewart, associate professor of sociology at the University of Cincinnati School of Medicine. The topic of discussion will be teen sexuality on the campus.

"DICK CLARK IN METROPOLITAN JAN. 28"

Auditions for "Metro Talent Show"
Will Be Held the First Week of Winter Quarter.
INTERESTED? CALL ROY - 621-9662 OR CALL - 471-7554

SAGITTARIUS, NOV. 23-DEC. 21

A Sagittarian likes to share his experiences. Even his Schlitz Malt Liquor.

Sagittarians are good-natured people. And Schlitz Malt Liquor goes well with the spirit of Sagittarius.

In Taurus, the Bull, you'll find the en
dowments - intensity, determination, physical strength - that you associated with a Bull.

Despite the fact that you're not exactly the center of attention, you like better that sharing your ideas with Honda.

Your outgoing spirit, eager to learn, makes you a good critic of yourself. You're a natural leader of the party. You're always singing the praises of the good things that have happened to you, and your friends.

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.
BGS May Not Apply To Professional Programs

The Bachelor of General Studies Degree, pending to AAS, is also being considered by other colleges.

The College of Education & Human Resources will discuss on Dec. 7 the possibility of offering such a degree at the Executive Meeting.

Mrs. Betty W. Armstrong, assistant dean, feels that there is a need for such a program in the college, but doesn't know if the BGS program would fit into the professional curriculum of the college.

Kearney Warren, head of the College of Business Administration, and the committee should discuss the possibility of such a program at the Executive Meeting, as the committee had examined the possibility.

It will be held in the Petroleum Laboratory.

Fifteen persons were initially selected for this year's Theta Chapter at ALPHA SIGMA LAMDA, earning national honors society recognition for their outstanding scholarship and academic work. They include:

SIGMA LAMDA, earning national honors society recognition for their outstanding scholarship and academic work. They include:

STUDENTS—Jacob A. Saville, William B. Benoist, William A. Brown; Charles B. Cohen; Administrative

Professor, Robert W. Brown, accounting; Donald A. Davidson, administrative；

Davidson, administration; Robert F. King, engineering; and Richard W. King, engineering.

VARIETY LIGHTS: Made in 1939, this was the first film ever filmed and shown on his favorite subject, the many ways of cinema.

Pittsburgh Press.

Student Jewry Plea Goes Out

by Dulce Bell

"We call upon our community to join in our plea for the return of the Jewish student union," said Mr. Irsen Benjem, co-chairman of the Jewish Student Union, in his first religious meeting of the National Jewish Student Union, Ohio State University.

"We must be heard and feel," he added.

women's role in the American Jewish community, is a December 21 meeting at the Women's Union of Cincinnati. The meeting is a part of the year-long National Leadership Conference of Jewish Women's Organizations, 10 of the largest Jewish organizations.

The activities are scheduled to correspond with the UN commemoration of the International Women's Year.

Cincinnati activities will begin with a small ceremony at 12:30 p.m. at Fountain Square. A street walk to the Women's Union will follow, where Dr. Miriam Freuden, former executive director, and president of the Jewish Community of Cincinnati, will speak.

You Haven't Got Yer's Yet...

Only $1.99

While They Last...
Letters

A REGRESSIVE ATTITUDE

In Tuesday's editorial concerning the Bachelor of General Studies program, you stated that the program was to be "endorsed this program on grounds of academic changes in current education. It is designed to enable faculty and administrative level was American Colleges and Universities. The hearing was our more liberated associates or Organization Committee and its, I don't wish to impart the feeling for evolving. new directions of the research, unbecoming techniques and possible solutions as soon as possible. Arian race, but how come they Toward this and would like than frustration. Don't be misled, by

by JOAN COCHRAN
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The Colossus Caper

by William Ruehlmann

For a town with more than its share of statues, Washington was paying special attention to the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. One could get lost for something else in the District, but signs all over marked the way to Kennedy Center. D.C. had fixed a new locus for its sense of stuff, and the crowds there were heavier than at the White House.

Washington had always been the epitome of misplaced Aztecs. All the country’s strengths and weaknesses invested themselves there. The abstruse facade of monument and memorial defied in the dirty air of day and nose spurt in places. While the members of Congress met daily under a Capital dome bearing the Figure of Freedom, security guards walked their sentinels to the rear in the parking lot. The once column of the Louvre Office Building rose up only blackness away from the broken brick of the grotto. Pennsylvania Avenue bore new trees and the glass honeycombs of commerce, but instead dogs sprawled across the streets, while one could see bats hanging from the Washington Monument.

The Colossus appeared in Washington was significant; events there were marked by chaos, confusion, and death on national destiny. And the peculiar danger had become evident on national destiny. And the peculiar danger had become evident.

The Kennedy Center was to the District what a great white pro-Civil War steamboat was to the nation, destined by the nation without a destination. Inside, the gods would be torn down, which, after all, made sense itself, but not.

The Colossus bust of John Kennedy that dominates the entry is removed irretrievably in death. If emotion responded to as quality, a physical contact with something the Americans were taking home from the btoken brick of the carrying-off of Colossus. The Kennedy Center was not the destruction of a temple, but rather a fragment of broken plumbing into the river, were but a short walk from a suggestion sufficient in itself to stolen faucet transformed itself from riot amuletsaga:fnstevil.or supernatural value, like relics in an Americanpeople were taking home the Colossus. Kennedy (like his brother). The myth in a way then his political progenitors. He was closer to the White House, coo), and the really amazing worships. Kennedy (like his brother). The response had come after the personal myth in a way then his political progenitors. He was closer to the White House, coo), and the really amazing worships. Kennedy (like his brother).

What was happening at Kennedy Center was not the destruction of a temple, but the carrying-off of Colossus. The Americans people were taking home pieces of a legend, pieces of immense supernatural value, like relics in an Americanpeople were taking home the Colossus. Kennedy (like his brother). The myth in a way then his political progenitors. He was closer to the White House, coo), and the really amazing worships. Kennedy (like his brother).

The understaffing problems have been solved by hiring a few more employees. The problem that still exists is that there isn’t sufficient funds to suffice the staff that is needed for the library.

TheInventory problems are interrelated with the employment problem. If there isn’t a sufficient staff for the library, it goes to mean that the funds can’t be in the proper place of all the time.

As far as the periodical problem, William Masterson, head librarian at DAA, states that the incident with the existing magazine, “Life,” occurred before he was hired. And to his knowledge, it is the only periodical to be discarded. Masterson also has begun to reduce a periodical price, which states that the circulation of periodicals can only proceed to the faculty and not to students. This could eliminate the problem of discarded magazines.

Masterson feels it is important to work more closely with the students and obtain better communication among the students and the DAA library.

Three-Fold

DAA Library Problems Outlined

by Vikki Heinberg

Staff Reporter

Some of the problems submitted by DAA graduate students concerning their library are on the way to being solved. The problems which exist now are of a three-fold nature: that, the existing problem, second, the library is understaffed, and third irrelevant magazines are being discarded.

The understaffing problems have begun to be solved by hiring a few more employees. The problem that still exists is that there isn’t sufficient funds to suffice the staff that is needed for the library.

TheInventory problems are interrelated with the employment problem. If there isn’t a sufficient staff for the library, it goes to mean that the funds can’t be in the proper place of all the time.

As far as the periodical problem, William Masterson, head librarian at DAA, states that the incident with the existing magazine, “Life,” occurred before he was hired. And to his knowledge, it is the only periodical to be discarded. Masterson also has begun to reduce a periodical price, which states that the circulation of periodicals can only proceed to the faculty and not to students. This could eliminate the problem of discarded magazines.

Masterson feels it is important to work more closely with the students and obtain better communication among the students and the DAA library.

The first malt liquor good enough to be called BUDWEISER.

BUDWEISER malt liquor

Thanks for Your Patronage

Have A Happy Holiday

Hope To See You Next Quarter.
CSO & Pianist Dazzel

by Chris Bunker

Dazzle and thrill were the themes of the Saturday CSO concert, as pianist Jeanne-Marie Darre and assistant conductor Carmon DeLeone spurred the orchestra to new heights at the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra's First Subscription Concert. Darre was elected to her CSO debut, and the orchestra was able to show off its full capabilities under the guidance of Maestro Thomas Schippers. The performance was a triumphant one for all involved.

Record Review

The Who Today

by Steve Spatt

The Who has always been a good band, but their recent show at the forum, which included a cover of “Tomy” they have become even more. Due to the commercial success the Who have recently experienced, this concert was a perfect opportunity for them to continue their success. The band, comprised of The Who now, continue to make great music in their own distinctive form.

TWA INTRODUCES STUDIOPASS.

BED BREAKFAST
AND SIGHTSEEING
IN 50 EUROPEAN CITIES.
$4.30 A DAY.

NOW TWA GUARANTEES YOU A BED WITHOUT ANY ADVANCE RESERVATIONS.

TWA's Studiopass* is a book of coupons that gives you a bed and breakfast in Europe.

Here's how it works.

Suppose you're in London, just drop into the TWA Studiopass office before 3 PM and ask them to get you a bed.

And you can stay there as long as you wish.

TWA Studiopass offices are available in London, Paris, Rome, Milan, and other European cities. You can buy a Studiopass book of coupons for 10, 15, 25, etc. days from TWA and either pay cash or charge it on your Getaway® Card.

And when you come back from Europe, any un-used coupons may be turned in for a refund.

For more ways the Studiopass can save you money in Europe, call TWA.

CAMPUS REP: Brigitte Henz.
312 Joselin Ave., 751-3896

STUDIO PASS. Service marks owned exclusively by TWA, Inc.
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Role of Management Explained by Bennis Asst.

by Andy Marcus

When Karl Zeisler, executive assistant to President Bennis, talked of "opening up new courses of action," and "discovering and creating a broader range of stratified alternatives," he was thinking in terms of Ten, 10 and 15 years.

Different kinds of actions, such as evaluating the quality of learning, the adequacy of instruction, or the health and vitality of the urban university, he said, are necessary.

Zeisler is one of three presidential assistants named to the new Office of Planning and Policy Analysis Sept. 17, 1971. At the time of his appointment, he was serving as professor of management in charge of continuing executive education at Northwestern University. Previous to this he was involved in investment management and financial consulting from Universities and Colleges.

He believes, in making decisions that are "the greatest that ever were." But in the same line, he added, there is a great capacity for such institutions to expand and meet the challenge they face.

He observes the financial difficulties these Universities and colleges are experiencing to the need of the country, of people hoping for a future, and of the need of higher education, of higher education, and the desirability of the system for opportunity.

Some people, he said, believe that dependency of payment should fall on the people on the public.

These people, he added, advocate a return to the entrepreneurial approach to higher education that individuals acquire a large percentage of the cost of higher education from their own efforts or from the market. In this way they may be given an investment or a return on their investment.

Zeisler believes that such an approach is a major reason for his being appointed executive assistant, he said, "but to apply business management models that apply to educational institutions, is not always desirable from the professional models that are generally used in other agencies.

Zeisler said that in business management one of the most important things is to be able to supervise, hiring, andgsupervising, developing better business having management plan, experiment management models that apply to and make mistakes, he added.

Zeisler said that the degree of professional freedom needed to be increased.

"There is a role to be played in administrative level," he went on, "that is, the president of the University should have the opportunity to make mistakes without actually making them. It is a job that helps him get at the mistakes," said Bennis.

"Management requires judgment to correctly determine values which will make the health and vitality of this University," he said.

"History and tradition will have determinate administrative agenda in use," he added, which agenda was based on certain and known relationships.

Zeisler, however, is interested in making decisions based on uncertain and unknown relationships. This is more work with problems of decision-making, he said.

Zeisler explains that effective and creative management are necessary of cost-effectiveness or systems analysis or as directed by Professor Robert S. McNamara.

Inappropriate business or governmental management models, he said, may be stopped.

He said that extended university objectives and goals also can lead to effective management.

"In other systems of analysis, he said, "we tend, more when systems plan too much emphasis on efficiency, at the expense of effectiveness.

The urban university, he said, must increasingly make education and research more available to people in the surrounding communities.

Karl Zeisler
Chimes Silent, Tape Defective

When Zeisler, who is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, was appointed executive assistant, he was serving as professor of management in charge of continuing executive education at Northwestern University. Previous to this he was engaged in investment management and financial consulting from Universities and Colleges.
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while Mark Brackman, a 6-6 forward with the sophomores. They all expected. I thought we'd score a lot of two sophs who started the game team's initial performance. understandably happy with his UC Head Coach ITay Baker, and we did. I was particularly pleased rolling to a convincing 93-68 win. Downing Ray Dieringer's Cleveland people, if any, expected the young pretty much as anticipated. Very few Dan Murphy, a 6-0 guard, was one Among those confident people was guard Lionel Harris, 6-7 center Greg shown at practice was evident again of '69-'70 fits and lost by a margin. Brackman was the squad's leading field goals and 4 of 7 at the charity line ex-college players who have formed Action basketball team, the Chargers. The last time the Chargers were won 148, 124, 107 team of '59-70. I'm lost by a thin 76-74 margin. This is a A little stronger though with the help of some newly signed players, Ed Brown and Tom Naab, both parts, are now scoring quickly while Dennis Cannon, Mike Basarich, and Dennis Cunningham, al are extremely tall, standing 6-10. Tip off is at 8 p.m. Fresh play at 5:45.

Dickey up for two as Cinc. will big.

You are OVERPAYING on REFRIGERATOR rentals, if you're paying more than $10 per quarter.

That's all we charge.

We
1) don't require a deposit
2) service all year
3) deliver & pick up.
4) apply full rentals to purchase ($50)
5) will sell outright now for $50
Call 871-6799
to reserve yours for Next Quarter

- A big love affair.

Stroh's... From one beer lover to another.
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• 31, Colorado 30.

· Pride with the holiday bowl attractions . . . JOE'S PICKS ARE IN BOLD.

- Sports editor, lost again—and counting his birth—that makes five out of the last seven weeks . . .

- enough. Oklahoma with Mildren and Pruitt . . . and Jon Harrison if they need OSU . . . but Plunkett is gone, as is most of the Indian's thunder—although last seven weeks . . . this time by four big games. ' .

- today. He'll have a tine day—not great—against the Sooners but it won't be


- played one helluva game against the Bulldogs of Georgia on Thanksgiving but outclassed Richmond team. But Richmond will throw the Rockets a scare or two. Score: Toledo 27, Richmond 17.

- the pro draft. Delaware should prevail. Score: Delaware 23, C.W.Post 14.

- Livingston 27. And for all you BUNGUL fans out there ... Cleveland 31, All-Americans ..

- surprise <fat tw> Cquarterl>< Coach R. oy Ugaly 'expects VC's! Bitzenhoffer is UC's st in both,'

- by Mike Clifton

- Uc's adequate wonders take on Indiana's super 'swimmers this Saturday in the first hot meet of the year. Indians boast one of the best overall teams in the country with five world record holders on its squad.

- Coach Roy Legiuxy expects U.C.'s strongest effort in the 200 yard breast stroke, with Rick Hunt, Jerry Schrader, and Barry Lathromade equal in ability. In fact, Coach Legiuxy expects the Bearcats to be strong in all events, with the possible exception of the 50 yard free style sprint, which will be highly competitive and uneventful.

- "We're just looking forward . . . added Lathromade.

- imports from china

- the people of china trace back to the women

- The BARRIERS ARE DOWN AND THE FIRST FRONT PAGE mp with the words 'people's color, bluish-grey, made in china, iron, china for all occasions. MAIL-ORDER ONLY, POSTAGE PAID. -- IMPORTS ARE IN the People's Republic and the . . ."
Ohio's Finest-Arel

UC Matmen-Young, Rugged

New Cincy head wrestling coach Stan Abel may have started UC's young but rugged grapplers on the road to national prominence. The freshmen quickly built a 48-32 halftime lead over the Vikes though as the Bearcats really hit their stride in the second half of some unexpected matches all season long. It all depends on whether or not our freshmen and sophomores can overcome that experience," commented Coach Abel.

"Our main concern right now is developing our freshmen and sophomores. We expect the best from every boy every time he goes on the mat. They have their moments of joy and those of disappointment. I just feel that the result is not too important. The boys will have to be added."

Among the top returnees are Kevin Kelley, a junior at 150, sophomore Mike Kavela at 188, sophomore Mike Fiala at 167, poster boys Frank Sberna at 174 and junior Joe Halbig at 126. Most of these hard-hitting grapplers are in hopes of drawing more attention to the UC program, but they are all more interested in their sport and the OCD than in any of the other football players up from the freshman team and any new junior college signees, said Fran Katzeff, will become familiar sounds to Bearcat fans. Together with several other outstanding players up from the freshman team and any new junior college transfers, the personelle makeup up UC's 1972 football squad should once again produce a winning and competitive team for the Buckeye Conference.

The highlight of the season was the winning of the Kentucky Invitational Individual Scholastic Tournament, held in early November at Union University in Jackson, Tenn. Jimmy Bryant of Louisville placed first out of 68 entrants in that tournament. This was of paramount importance to the S.A.Y. (Soccer Association of Youth) members as well as the high school boys and girls teams and any new junior college transfers. This gave them a win at the University of Louisville breaking the Cards long win streak in Kentucky Fairgrounds Stadium.

Although the Bearcat defense was least expected. Bob Johnson at quarterback, Steve Cowan at flanker-tailback, Randy McBride at halfback and linebacker, Mike Barret at defensive end, Jim Henderson at defensive back, Mike Hilliard at linebacker, Callahan and his staff should have few problems in attracting good defensive players; or the thrilling come-from-behind 19-16 season finale win at Columbus, Ohio to face Ohio State, Bowling Green and John Carroll face tomorrow. But they are all more interested in their sport and the OCD than in any of the other football players up from the freshman team and any new junior college transfers, the personelle makeup up UC's 1972 football squad should once again produce a winning and competitive team for the Buckeye Conference.
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Staff Reporter
Sue Wallack

The university is currently involved in a study and review of the various signs on campus to determine their aesthetic value.

The study is a major segment in an overall evaluation of the university’s appearance conducted by the University Building Committee in co-ordination with a consultant in graphic design from Chicago. Most of the signs pertaining to the study are prototypes, or test models, to be reviewed for permanent use.

In lieu of last year the University purchased over a dozen parking signs at the appearance cost of $500. Distributed throughout the campus, the signs displayed their messages predominantly through symbols, as in the international custom, rather than by traditional writing. For instance, a pedestrian sign pictured people crossing, a sign for left turns simply indicated an arrow in that direction, and a sign prohibiting left turns indicated an arrow left with a slash through it. The colorful aluminum and steel parking signs were apparently popular on campus, as most of them were stolen within a month.

Bret Baumeister of the campus planning optimistically said “to better to sacrifice a dozen or so bad signs to find out how they would look better.”

The signs did reveal two facts that permanent ones would have to improve upon. The prototypes were too easily removed or pulled down when hit by a car, and the scale was too small so that the signs were not clearly readable at a distance.

The plastic posted signs around Bracke Complex are also part of the study. The signs are located at all entrances and the fourth, fifth, and sixth floors, to direct lost agencies. Okino said the station plans to continue using small signs on the floor at least until a year with plans of expanded news coverage.

More investigative reporting and longer stories are planned, says Steve Okino (CCM junior), news director. Campus news coverage will also be increased.

WFIB hopes to welcome its listeners back to the airwaves in the first semester of the school year. According to Fontana, the National Institute of Industrial and Commercial Standards approved the station’s new call letters.

Despite the higher cost of the new call letters, the station’s overall evaluation of the university’s media lab and the Press releases.

The university is currently involved in the planning of the trail. Student Body President John Cassidy (A&S senior) said the Student Senate, Committee on Communications Board has formed to determine the funding and a check and balance between the board and the Student Senate. The board’s other function is to appoint editors and business managers of the station.

The Steering Committee, a subcommittee of the board, is organizing the written, submitted ideas and will work out the details of the proposal. The committee wants to make the board more independent, but not completely independent entities. It suggested the student government be expanded. It is expected to see the Communication Board taking over a greater role in the channel of communication.

By the way, we’re pleased to let you know that the University of Cincinnati Planning Board has formed to determine the aesthetic value of the various signs on campus to determine their aesthetic value.

Aesthetic Value
Shows Signs Popular, Stolen

See Wallack
Staff Reporter
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Museum Offers An Xmas Present

The Christmas theme is one which can be enjoyed free of charge in the permanent collections of the Cincinnati Art Museum during the holiday season.

Temporary exhibitions featured in December include: "The Pamunuk Year-Costume in Germany from 1905 to 195" showing through Dec. 27; "Decorative Arts Review" and "The American City: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow," both on exhibition through Jan. 2. Also from Dec. 21 through Jan. 2, a Christmas tree decorated with ornaments made in the Museum's Saturday morning art classes for children.

Museum hours for the holiday period will be from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on weekdays, 1 to 5 p.m. on Sunday and New Year's Day, and the building will be closed entirely on Saturday, Dec. 25, and Sunday, Dec. 26.

Fine Arts Notes

—Anthony Here

The University College Players production of "Music/Shell" will be performed at 8:30 p.m. in Wilson Auditorium tonight and tomorrow. Admission is $1.50.

In this play about a madness performed by the inmates of an asylum, lead roles will be played by Richard Horner, Monica As Dora, M Van Vleck, Marcie, Amy Griffith, Stephanie, Jeff Cuba: Container, Kathy Flynn, Corbin, Roger Peace, Denise, Ken Moran, Ross, and Bob Gordon R. Harris.

James R. Hartman, instructor in speech and theater arts at University College, directs the Players.

Cubaret Singer

Ehna Caruso the world famous stage of intercollegiate amateur song will present an exciting Choral Society of the Cincinnati Ball of Concert tonight at 8:30. The program is being jointly sponsored by the Departments of Germanic languages and literatures and of Speech and Theater Arts. Admission charge.

Ehna Caruso accompanied by her pianist Alex Arandarich is creating the novel excitement caused by her fellow countrywoman Lotte Lenya. Miss Caruso sings in a style different language and her collection of exalted or folkish music has delighted audiences in Lisbon, Toledo, Buenos Aires, Rome and London. At one review a guest said: "We not only sing, but 'scream' too." A tinkle of our own country's style in a new private recital Ehna Caruso received such overwhelming responses that this initial up all has been arranged because of the popular demand.

ZAYAT-COFFEESHop

Tahiti and tomorrow at 8 and 9:30, Zayat Caffetteria will feature Spencer Kronen, Dave Horsch and Ken Sofer in the Knive Room. Everyday is Christmas at Zayat. Of the Christmas price is only now.

PENTANGLE

One of the nation's top folk groups, "The Pentangle," will be presented at Taft Auditorium tonight at 8 p.m. by Biren Productions as usual, the $5 price is for $4.50.

See page 6 for a CBD review and more features.

Pre-Christmas Sale

MOST STORES HAVE SALES AFTER "Christmas. We feel you can use the savings NOW, selected items throughout the store reduced 10 to 50%.

Pre-C Christmas Sale

MUSKERS OF Cincinnati Ballet Company
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Many sessions are now being advertised for jobs by recruiters coming on campus. The recruiting program has generally been successful, but this year is ending on a less-successful note.

"The students may go to an interview with a company," said Randy Allenbaugh, (Engineering Denen) president of Engineering Tribal, "whenever the company has available jobs."

This, he felt, is a waste of time.

Allowing the reason companies recruit and interview even when they have no jobs to offer could be that they have no jobs to offer or they want to keep good public relations with the university.

Possibly they are afraid of the coming year, they will lose their place in such a situation.

Allenbaugh stated Bill Reed (TC profit return as bonus to the campus," stated Bill Reed (TC profit return as bonus to the undercriticism from some students.

"This program has generally been successful, but this year is coming on campus. The recruiting job to offer the students and faculty members are given a serious request."

"Everyone is included. People are working hard. If a person comes to interview, the office is not going to work on it. The easiest thing is to handle it by sending them to someone else."

A bureaucracy, according to President Bennis, creates a low risk situation. People do not take any risk to possibly improving the situation. The concept of "protect your own is prevalent."

Dr. Bennis made several suggestions for the university to "Reclaim Paper Waste at the University of Cincinnati" to "This gain would cover any initial startup."

The current price for recyclable support, "he concluded. "We are simply asking the in Cincinnati, the third largest recycling Proposal To紙 recycling."

"The proposal states the urgency of student involvement," Reed stated the dormitory residents should have their own recycling plant for all paper waste on campus, of the phenomenal growth of UC in the past decade," said Dr. Bennis.

"The proposal suggests a 30 per cent enhancement and not destruction of money coming in for research should deal with the negative effects of research.

Dr. Bennis made several suggestions for the university to "Reclaim Paper Waste at the University of Cincinnati" to "This gain would cover any initial startup."

The current price for recyclable support, "he concluded. "We are simply asking the in Cincinnati, the third largest recycling Proposal To"
DEAR BILL: I've been wanting to write you and pass along some news about the Theta Phi Alpha chapter at Kent State University. I'm happy to report that we've finally settled into our new home on campus. The house is quite spacious and the members are all eager to get involved in campus activities.

As you know, we've been planning a series of events to mark the holiday season. This year, we're particularly excited about our annual Christmas party, which will be held on December 20th. We've invited many of the fraternity members to attend, and we're confident it will be a great success.

In addition to the party, we're also planning to hold a bake sale on December 15th to raise money for charity. We're hoping to attract a large crowd, and we've already received many contributions from local businesses.

Please let me know if there's anything else you'd like to know about our chapter. I'm always happy to share news about our activities with you.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]